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Linking Community Interpreting Research with 
Intercultural Communication Theories: 
Methodological Approach to the Specific Case 
of the Chinese in Catalonial 

Since globalisation has enhanced intercultuml exchanges almost on a daily basis, 
plenty of research has been undertaken to elucidate the sources of misunderstan
ding between cul hll:es, Disciplines such as intercu ltura l pragmatics, social psycho
logy or ethnography have been developed to shed tight on topics of intercultural 
communication, However, too little attention has been paid to the significance that 
these theories coulel have in COmmlllljty interpreting research, Tberefore, on the 
basis of an overvie,v of the literature produced specifically for the case of commu
nication between Chinese and \X/estern cultures, the present contribution aims to 
point out how a better understanrung of intercultural commu nication patterns 
could help researchers of communi ty interpreting between distant cultures, It also 
presents the exa'hlple of a methodological approach to this topic through a case 
study, 'while arguing tbat community interpre ting research should take into account 
the specificities o f particular pairs of languages and cu ltures. 

Keywords: community interpreting, intercu ltural C0l11l11l1nication, qualita tive 
research, public service interpreting 

Introduction 

After getting an overvie,v of the literature produced on community inter
preting research, I di scovered that even though communjty interpreted en
counters are excellen t examples of intercultural communication, there still 
seems to be a gap between both fields of studies, with many theories from 
intercultural commllnication left to be explored enlpirically through com
munity interpreting research. 

Based 011 the first part of the Ph.D. research project on "Public Services 
translation, interpre ting and mediation for the Chinese communj!:), in Cata-

I The present paper is part of the research project Procesos intcrculturales de i\sia Oriental en la 
sociedacl internacional de la informaci6n: ciucladania, genero )' prodllcci6n cu ltural (FFI2008-
05911/FTSO) . 
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10nia'',2 this paper focuses on the description of the conceptual framework 
and methodological approach to this topic. 

Therefore, the first part of the present paper aims at pointing ou t some 
of the theories from intercultural communication studies that ' could be 
applied in the analysis of commlHlity interpreting in teractions, especially 
those with the Chinese communi!:)l. The paper intends to raise some ques
tions that could be addressed not only in further research, but also in com
munity interpreters' trainjng courses, even if just as "food for thought" in 
forums and discussions. 

The second part describes the methodological approaches that could be 
considered in order to explore and analyse intercultural communication 
issues in the framework of conlnlul'lityinterpreting. The focus is on case 
studies and the possibiUties they offer through the combination of differen t 
methodologies , Since the objective of this paper is not to convey specific 
results but to serve as a point of departure for future research , the conclu
sions basically intend to reflect some of the key issues I beljeve should be 
taken into consideration when trying to link communjty interpreting re
search and intercultural communication theories. 

Intercultural Communication Theories 

For community interpreting research to consider feeding on in tercultural 
cOJ1) l11unjcation th eories, a wi de literature revision is needed 'in order to 
detect the most appropriate theories to approach the object of study. T hey 
may include inter-language pragmatics, considered to be a fielel of study 
inside linguistics, as well as theories from social discipljnes sll ch as ethno
graphy and social psychology, which show the specific patterns of interac
tion between different cultures. Thus, summarising this literature revision 
and in order to draw the conceptual framework of the research project, the 
present paper will briefly expose some of the theories that have been pro
posed to describe communication between Chinese and \X1estern cultures, as 
well as some reflections on their possible implications for cOl1lml.mily inter
piTting processes. 

I:lig/J and LOll) Context COJl1JllNllimlio!1 

Hall (1976:91) defines 'high-context commun.ication' as a kincl of COm11lLu'li
catio n in which "most of the information is either in the physical ~ontext or 
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internalised in the person, while very little is in the coded, explicit part of 
the message", whereas 'low-context communication' is the opposite, as "the 
mass of information is vested in the explicit code", \X1hile 'low context' is 
often related to individuaJjstic societies that emphasise the content of 
speech and focus on rules and on individual achievement (e.g. German, 
Scandinavian or American), 'high context' is frequently seen in collectivistic 
societies, which rely more on non-verbal communication and focus on rela

tionships (the so-caJJed gtlallxl/t::.~), group harmony and consensus (e.g. 
Chinese). 

Bond (1991) also uses these concepts when describing communication 
strategies in the Chinese culture and when comparing them to \X/estern cul
tures. According to him, 'high-context cultures' tend towards indirectness, 
in contrast to 'low-context cultures', which are much more explicit and di
rect. This presumption is also the basis of Gao and Ting-Toomey's (1998) 
comparative chart of the different patterns of communication bet,veen Chi
nese and North An~ericans. On the one hand, some of their examples re
flect the differences between high and low context commurucation: for 
instance, while Chinese focus on ball! something is said, Nortll Americans 
focus on }}lba! is said; Chinese \Talue indirect talk and their requests are often 
implicit, \'vhereas ,.North Americans value direct talk and their requests are 
usually explicit. On the other hand, some other examples illustrate how 
collectivist and individualist societies work: if Chinese tend to keep their 
opinions to themselves it is because they try to avoid arguments and con
frontation while promoting in-group harmony, whereas Americans uke to 
express their opinions openly, not fearing debates. 

Chinese ind.irectness can sometimes be noticed through expressions such 

as kaolti kaolti (75[;$75);$, I'll think about it), n!enti VII da (I':IJJt2I ::f:;k::, it's not 

a big problem) or)'ibotl zais/Jllo (l:J,)6W i.YG, we'll talk about it later), which 
often hide a negative answer. However, it has even been described as "say
ing yes for no and no for yes", as :Ma (1996 :3) comments. {via uses the con
cept 'contrary-to-face-va1ue' comtnunication to refer to "any kind of com
munication in which what is said is the opposite of, or different from, what 
the speaker believes to be true or what s/he is 'logicaUy' expected to say" 
and points out that to East Asians, changing a 'yes' for a 'no' (or vice versa) 
dependi.ng on our expectation of the others' feelings, may help avoiding 
interpersonal confrontation and keep the communication channel open (Ma 
1996). Thus, Ma suggests a typology of contrary-to-face-value messages 
based on Lwo d.imensions: first, on the internal motivation (other-serving or 
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self-serving) and second, on the external speech (saying 'yes' for 'no' or 'no' 
for 'yes'). 

Bringing these theories to community interpreting research, it would be 
very interesting to analyse how interpreters manage to balance the different 
degrees of (in)directness of the cultures they are working with. How can an 
interpreter possibly kl1o\:'\I if, for instance, Chinese interlocutors are just be
ing indirect to avoid a confrontation or are they really saying what they feel? 
Not only does this issue concern interpreters' abiul), to manage different 
communication patterns, but it also points to their role and functions and 
raises the question of whetl1er interpreters between distant cultures could 
take a more active role in assessing their interlocutors. 

Pragmatics, Politme.rs alld the Concept q/ «(Face)) 

Ind.irectness is also described through the concept of 'politeness' 
(Brown/Levinson 1987). In the case of the Chinese, 'politeness' is tighly 

related to 'face': either rdlected through JlIia/1'(i (ITfI-=f-) or lia17 (JJ&) , both 
terms frequently translated as 'face' even though they have sl.ightly different 
connotations. According to Hu (1944:45), JIIiC111,{!· refers to "a reputation 
achieved through getting on in life, through success and os tentation", 
whereas lian represents "the confidence of society in the integrity of the 
ego's moral character, the loss of which makes it impossible for him to 
function properly within the co 111111 \'1I1i1:y". I-Iu's exp1amltjol1 has been \videly 
referred to by other scholars, although many other 1"lleories have been de
veloped to elucidate the great in fluence of 'face' in the Chinese culture. 

Thus, politeness and face issues are also related to harmony, wh.ich may 
be regarded as one of the most respected values in Chinese society. Preser
ving one's and otl1ers' face is, therefore, a strategy to maintain harmony in 
social relations. For example, Hazen and Shi's (2009) study provides a re
view of recent theoretical literature on the role of harmony, confJjct and 
argument in Chinese society. Their approach places great importance on 
harmony, which is regarded as a keystone of relations in Chinese society. 

I-Twang's (1987) model for explairling interperson;J1 behaviour patterns in 
Chinese society is also based on tbe concepts of 'face' (mianil) and social 

relations (glltlI1X/.), but he adds two new concepts: I"mqil1g (A'I"f=f) and bao (JI~). 
According to J-Iwang, renqillg bas three different meanings in Chinese cul
ture: first, empathy or the "emotional responses of an individual ~onfron
ting the various situations of daily life" (ibid.:953); s('cond, "a resource that 
an individual can present to anotber person as a gift in the course of social 
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exchange" (ibid.:954), also translated as 'favour'; third, it also refers to a "set 
of social norms by which one has to abide in order to get along well with 
other people in Chinese society" (ibid.:54). As for /Jao, it is often translated 
as 'reciprocity' or the act of repaying someone for a favour. Hwang advo
cates for the need of a model tbat reflects how Chinese really bebave in 
social exchanges, since all the so-called 'universal' theories - sllch as the 
justice theory, based on the equ.ity, equality and need ruJes (cf. Deutsch 
1975; Leventhal 1976, quoted in Hwang 1987:945) - faU sbort when trying 
to describe tbe specific case of tbe Chinese. 

Other pragmatics tbeories include refusal and request strategies and reac
tions to comphmems, all of tbem supporting the idea of Chjnese 'indirect
ness'. For instance, refusing (an invitation, an offer or a gift) has specific 
connotations in Chinese: on the one band, whereas because of modesty 
Chinese try to first: refuse any kind of invitation, gift or offer, they are just 
forms of 'ritual refusing' (Yang 2008) . On the other hand, there is the fear 
of 'losing face', sirice refusing something may make the person inviting or 
offering lose face. In these kinds of situations, the person refusing must fmd 
strategies to avoid making their interlocutor lose face, from providing ex
cuses and reasons, to proposing alternatives (Yang 2008:1053). Neverthe
less, being able to pragrnaticaUy adapt interlocutors' refusals certainly be
comes a challenge to community interpreters . 

Concerning request strategies, Dong (2008) analyses different ways of 
uttering requests among a sample of Chinese students and be points out a 
number of frequent strategies, such as providing some kind of justification 
to their request or making a compensatory promise. Even though Dong's 
main objective is to enhance the pragmatic competence of students of Cbi
nese as a foreign language, this kind of analysis could also be applied to 
analyse interpreters' pragmatic competence and, for example, compare how 
Chinese native and non-native interpreters utter their interlocutors' requests. 

Qu and Wang (2005) compare the reaction to compliments of a sample 
of Chinese students and a sample of North-American students. They con
clude that one of the most common reactions amongst Chinese students 
(54.75%) is to refuse the comphment, as the expression noli 11{llt1 

(l9Jrlml9J~.£!) reflects, ljterally meaning 'where? where?' . j\lleanwhile, North
f\merican students tend to accept the compliments by just saying 'thanks'. 

Lin (2008) studies how Chinese pragmatics are manifested in the oral ex
pression of Chinese students of EngJjsh, and points out that 'taboos' may be 
regarded as another kind of pragmatic interference. Lin (2008:45) refers to 
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the example of a Chinese student who, talking to a North-American friend, 
asks him/her how much a certain object cost him / her, which was an unex
pected question in this context and, therefore, made the North-i\merican 
friend feel uneasy. . 

Anotber important aspect that may be taken into account is non-verbal 
communication. Even though most researchers agree on the importance of 
non-verbal cornmunication, the truth is that it still is a relatively unexplored 
issue in commLmity interpreting. In the case of interpreting for the Chjnese, 
non-verbal communjcation could certainly offer a broad scope of study, 
since one of the features of 'high-context' communication cultures is that an 
important proportion of information is not verbalised, but transmitted in 
the non-verbal context. Yang (2007), for instance, analyses four specific 
non-verbal actions he detected in Mandarin Chinese speakers in their .inter
personal comnlunjcation: gaze, head nods, gentle smile and hand touch. 
Yang relies on tbe premise that non-verbal communication has a key rolc in 
collectivistic and high-context cultures such as the Chinese, as it is used to 
indicate affihation amongst interlocutors as well as their involvement in the 
conversation. According to Yang, affihationis defined as a way of "display
ing 'sameness' or soljdarity with insiders rather th:111 expression of distance 
or indifference" (ibid.); therefore it is very .important in colJectivistic cu l
tures, since each individual is considered to be rebted to the others and, as 
P. Yang points out, a conversation is "an interactive process in which they 
[tile participants] estabhsh mutual affiliation and strengthen connection" 
(ibid.) . Displaying participation in an interaction is , thus, very important. 
Yang advocates tha t non-verbal communication can provide more soc.ial 
meaning than verbal communication' and, in addjtion, both kinds of com
mun.ication overlap during the interaction. Yang makes a thorough in-depth 
analysis of the above-mentioned non-verbal actions , opening a very interes
ting field of study of direct app.lication in community interpreting research. 

Sales (2003) conducted the only study we have detected concerning 
Spanish and Chinese participants, departing from various mainstream hy
potheses on in terCLlltural communication with the Chinese: the fact that 
social relationship is established from the beginning of the interaction, the 
usual avoidance of personal topics , long silences between turns, scarce reac
tive tokens,3 scarce overlaps, low paralinguistic emphasis and no physical or 

3 j\ccording to Cbncy, Thompson, Suzuki and Tao (,1996, CJuo ted in Sales (2003:3», a reactive 
token is "a short utterance prod uced by an interlocu tor who is playing a listener's role dming 
the other interlocutor's speakership". 
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eye contact, amongst others.4 This study was based 011 five video taped in
teractions between Chinese migrants in Spain and Spanish subjects, who did 
not know each other before their participation in the research. 

However, even though it is tbe only study we have detected tbat focuses 
011 Spanish-Chinese interactions, some methodological aspects may ques
tion its validity. For instance, the sample of videotaped interactions was 
scarce, since only five conversations were analysed. It was also inappropriate 
as the Chinese participants had been living in Spain only for a short period 
of time (most of them not even one year) and, thu s, lud very limit:edlinguis
tic competence in Spanish. This fact probably led to rather biased results, 
since some of the transcribed silences corresponding to the Chinese partici
pants perhaps were due to a lack of understanding of their Spanish inter
locutors' messages, but not to the pragmatic function that silences would 
have if both interlocutors could at least understand the pragmatic informa
tion of each others' messages. 

Anotber factor tbat may have interfered in the development of conversa
tions was tbat par ticipants were not ai.one, but with recording assistants who 
even intenrened in the interaction at certain stages. As readers of tbe tran
scriptions of tbe video taped .interactions, we feel that: Chinese individuals 
were in a situation of inequality, since recording ass istants also joined the 
Spanish particip~nts when laughing about certain things that the Chinese 
might not have even understood . Therefore, we state that Sales' choice of 
the sample and methodology may have biased the results of a study that 
tried to evaluate intercultural communication problems, as problems 
emerged due to the Chinese participants' low linguistic competence in Spa
nish and inappropriate recording conditions. 

All in all, intercultural communication research has been .rather prolific 
and many studies have been developed with very different objectives. How
ever, their influence in commulul-y interpreting research is still relatively low 
and very few authors have considered intercultural communication theories 
for their analysis. Rudvin (2007) is one of these few authors, pointing out 
that interpreters from collectivistic cultures may have a different attitude to 
those coming from individualistic cultures . For instance, Rudvin (2007:64) 
refers to Ytreland (2004) while citing the example of a business Chinese 
interpreter that manifested the kind of affiliation feeling that Yang (2007) 
describes in another article: "Interpreter D is a Chinese national, and she 

·1 Sales' (2003:1) hypothesis is based on Clancy et al. (1996); Raga y Sanchcz (1999); Raga (in 
p.rcss); Ramsey (1984); Sco ll on and ScolJon (1995); Young (1994). 
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often finds herself in a dilemma as the Chinese tend to have a perception of 
the .interpreter as an aid with the intent to assist her countrymen in reaching 
their goal in the negotiation" (Ytreland 2004:48) . 

.Fm1/Jer Reflections 011 tbe PrelJiollJ T/JeorieJ 

As we have seen, most of the theories reviewed mainly describe intercultural 
communication with the Chinese through those concepts and values re
garded as intrinsic to the Chinese society - e.g. collectivism, harmony, face 
and g1lollxi, among others. However, a critical revision of all these theories 
may reveal certain aspects that some researchers have already denounced 
and that, perhaps, should be taken into consideration before applying them 
in further studies . 

First, the scarcity of studies involving non-Anglo-Saxon subjects shows 
an evident research gap in this field which can be the cause of biased 
conclusions. Most of the theories take the American, Engtish or Austra lian 
models as a paradigm for '\Xles tern', which may lead to the question of what 
the term '\X1estern' refers to. If it is to include, for instance, IvIediterranean 
societies, intercultural cOlllmulucation theories should broaden their scope 
and include the specific patterns of behaviour of these societies, which may 
prove to be closer to Chinese patterns of behaviour - in terms of face and 
reciprocity - than Anglo-Saxon societies. 

Second and tightly related to this first consideDtion, there is the concern 
for the 'Orientajisl1l' that has deeply influenced social sciences' research in 
the era of Post-ColoniaLism. The term 'Orientali sm' was proposed by Said 
(1978) in a homonymous work and, whi le main ly referring to the false 
assumptions underlying \'\!estern attitudes toward the ]\{iddle Eas t, its 
implications have been expanded to aU non-\Vestern cultures. According to 
Said (1978:5), "OrientaLism is a style of thought based upon an ontological 
and epistemological distinction made between the O,jelll and (most of the 
time) tile Occirlet1t~" This "style of thought" has dOl1'linated any kind of 
production referring to tbe Orient, be it scientific, pojitical, historical, artistic 
or philosophical and, accordjng to Chung's (2006:110) interpretation, "[t]he 
Orient is seen as separate, eccentric, backward, silently different, sensual and 
passive. [ ... ] Its progress and value are judged in terms of, and in com
parison to, the \X!est, so it .is always the Other, the conquerable, and the 
inferior". Said's Orientajism also revealed how the discourse of Orientalisl11 
had also been assumed and approprjated by the Orient itse lf, \\That Didik 
(1999) refers to as 'Self-Orientalisll1'. In the field of intercultural C0I11111UIU-
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cation and after reviewing the theories put forward by several researchers, 
the guestion of whether concepts such as 'collectivism' and 'individualism' 
or 'high-context' and 'low-context' communication cultures may just be 
products of the discourse of the Orientalism seems unavoidable. It may be 
important to take this issue with caution before starting any kind of research 
in intercultural communication in the field of community interpreting, since 
some of the results from empirical studies may help us shed light onto the 
controversial issue of whether previous theories are merely products of 
(Self-) 0 ri en talism. 

Linking Theories and Community Interpreting Research: 
the Example of a Case Study 

OI?jectilJeS and Eesearcb QlIestiolls 

Conscious of the research gap concerning intercultural communication 
between Chinese and Spanish or Catalan communities and, by extension, 
conscious of ho\v this kind of research could be applied to community in
terpreting, this paper intends to describe a methodological approach to ex
plore the specificities of communication between these two cultures, as well 
as complementing already existing previous theories. Therefore, it is not its 
aim to elucidate ;pecific results, but to propose methodological tools to 
evaluate to what extent some of the above-mentioned theories could be 
applied to the particular cultures that wiJ l be observed in the planned pro
ject, i.e. Chinese and Spanish/Catalan. This paper is part of the work in 
progress of a Ph.D. dissertation; thus, results from the analysis Gll1not yet 
be disclosed in this initial pbase, but will be exposed in future publications. 

A better understanding of Chinese-Spanish/Catalan intercultural com
munication patterns may help us revisit the question of the interpreters' role 
when they need to bridge communication gaps between such distant cul
tures. In this respect, it may be interesting to compare and contrast Chinese
Spanish/Catalan comrl1unity interpreters' perception of their own work and 
of its specificities and chaLlenges with our own observation of their actual 
performance. l\10reover, in order to see to what extent 'practitioners' and 
'tbeorists' share a same view of the profession, these two perceptions could 
also be complemented with the 'official' view displayed in institutional texts 
or by government representatives. \'l./e argue that providing a closer descrip
tion of hm,v il1terpreters actually need to deal with intercultural differences is 
needed in the design of training courses for specific pairs of languages. 
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In summary, our research may also help to define the role of the interpreter 
wben dealing with the primary speakers' different patterns of behaviour and 
communication; whether the concepts and values attributed to certain cul
tures are also evident in practice and how they become visible in the beha
viour of the users of community interpreting; or even more specific topics, 
such as non-verbal communication issues and how community interpreters 
convey non-verbally transmitted information. 

Metbodological ApjJroac/Jes 

Previous authors have advocated for the usefulness of ethnography in · 
community interpreting research. For instance, Bahadtr (2004) and Rudvin 
(2006) compare interpreters' activity with that of et bnograpbers, since they 
all spend some periods of time witb the cOl11munity they are studying. 
Creswell's (1998) introduction to qualitative i nguiry may help us elucidate 
the implications of an ethnographic approacb: he refers to Hauis (19G8) to 
define an ethnograpllY as "a description and interpretation of a cultural or 
social group or system", where "the researcher examines the group's ob
servable and learned patterns of behaviour, customs, and ways of life" (ibid., 
quoted in CresweU 1998:58). In this sense, it would respond to our need of 
examining 'patterns of behaviour', which intrinsicaUy include 'patterns of 
communication' as a kind of behaviour. Even though ethnography was born 
in the context of cultural anthropology, it has now expanded to include 
"subtypes of ethnography with different theoretical orientations and aims" 
(Atki nso n/Ha111J1l ers.iey 1994, guoted in Creswell 1998:58-59), which would 
also cover our need to study a particular subgroup in the society:interpre
ters working between culturally distant communities. Data collection in 
ethnography relies mainly on participant observation and interviews (Cres
well 1998:65), which,in our case, would mean participant observation in 
communiL), interpreted interactions, as well as interviews with iJlterpreters 
and, probably, users of interpreting. Through ethnography, we would be 
able to gather an emic perspective of community interpreting, i.e. how inter
preters view themselves; and an etic perspective, i.e. our own interpretation 
as researchers about community interpreters. Furthermore, understanding 
both the elllir and the elie perspective would contribute to a holistic view of 
our object of study, wh.ich is another of the principles of ethnography. 
Strictly foJJO\,ving ethnography, though, would also imply sonle chaUenges, 
as Creswell (1998:61) points out, such as the extensive data collection time 
or the literary style of narratives which can sometimes limit the audience of 
our study. 
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Nevertheless, a case study may also prove to be an appropriate strategy if 
the aim of our study is not to make generalisations about a certain topic but 
to describe specific feat-ures of the particular case \ve want to approach. A 
considerable number of papers have been written on community interpre
ting in general, covering a relatively wide range of issues: from the inter
preter's role to the specificities of the different fields that community inter
preters cover (health service, legal settings, schools, ete.) and theij: working 
conditions, amongst other aspects. SimiJarly, as we have seen in the first 
section, many theories on intercultural communjcation with the Cbinese 
have been put forward and theorists from different djsciplines have at
tempted to describe a great variety of factors conceming Chinese commuru
cative patterns. It is not our aim here to introduce new generalisations or to 
reinforce already existing ones, but to point oul: those specific features of 
the particular case we want to analyse, i.e. interpreting between Chjnese and 
Spanish/Cataian communities in the context of Catalan public services. The 
combination of different sources of information typical of case studies may 
help us explore this specific issue in depth bearing in mind the different 
views of it. In this sense, even though ethnography also brings us numerous 
possibilities to appwach how different members of the gwup wc want to 
explore construct their particular vision of reali ty, in our research, we be
lieve that the prlnciples of a case study will help us better understand the 
specificities and roles of community interpreters bet,veen Chinese and 
Spanish/Catalan C0l11J111111ities. 

Creswell (1998:62) distinguishes between intrinsic case sllldies and instmlllet1-
tal case studies: the former focusing on a case that requires study due to its 
uniqueness, the latter being used to illustrate a specific issue. Considering 
the purpose of our research, an intrinsic case study might be more appro
priate to approach the 'uniqueness', in terms of Creswell, of interpreting 
between Chinese and Spanish/Catalan cultures. Still fol.1owing Creswell's 
(ibid.:63) introductjon to case studies, this author cites Yin (1989) to eluci
date the distinction between the two analytical approaches in case studies: 
embedded and holistic. In an embedded analysis, "researchers select one 
analytica l aspect of the case for representation", whereas in a hoLstic one, 
"researchers examine the entire case and present description, themes and 
interpretations or assertions rdated to the whole case" (Yin 1989, quoted in 
Creswell 1998:250). Again, according to the objectives of our research, we 
are more interested in the holistic analysis, since wc do not intend to focus 
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on an analytical aspect (e.g. non-verbal commurucation), but to grasp the 
case as a whole, considering all the aspects that make it so specific. 

Data Collection and Al7aD/JiJ 

As was previously stated, the combination of different sources of infoJ~ma
tion may be basic to reach the manifold approach that our objectives re
quire. Even though other methods of data coUection could be appJied -
Creswell (1998:63) mentions up to six different methods of data coUectjon 
in case studies -, the study we arc presenting, which is part of our own 
aforementioned Ph .D . dissertation, will be based on the following sources 
of information: 

1. Official documents where coml11unity interpreters' profiJe is outJined, 
e.g. the Citizenship and Immigration Plan (2005-08) or the National 
Immigration Plan (2009), both issued by the Catalan Government 
(Generalitat de Cata lunya 2006; 2008); 

2. texts translated into Chinese for Chinese migra nt cOl11muniti.es, where 
inforrnation on Catalonia as well as on pubbc services is provided; 

3. transcripti ons of interviews with cOlllmunity interpreters and with 
poLcy makers in charge of immigration l11nnagement and, especinliy, 
in charge of the regulation of community interpreting; 

4. fielel notes from participant obsetvation of interactions between pub
Jjc services providers, interpreters and Chinese migrants; . 

5. transcriptions o f audio-recorded interactions between publjc services 
providers, interpreters and Chinese migrants.5 

Both the field notes from participant observation and the recordings will 
take place mainly at schools,in interactions between teachers, Chinese 
parents and interpreters. The topics discLlssed in this kind of interactions do 
not often involve especially sensitive issues and, therefore, the presence of 
the researcher may not be felt as intru sive as it may be in other settings (e.g. 
hospitals). 

All this specific data will be analysed in our dissertation through different 
methods, always considering the objectives we want to reach through our 
study. Table 1 summarises how nlethods of data coUection and of analysis 
are related to the specific objectives of our research. 

5 Despitc our choicc for tmnscriptions to represcnt the data of the recorded intcrac tions, we are 
well aware of the fact that their rcpresentativit), may be limited and that thc), may not bc 
exempt of the subjectivc intcrprctation of the researcher when transcribing the data. 
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Method of Method of 
Objective data collection analysis 

Official documents where Describe how C011l1ll111l.ity inter-
the community interpre- Document analys is preters' profiJe is institutionally 
ters' profile is outlined. constructed. 

Transcriptions of inter-
views to policy makers in Explore government representa-
charge of immigration 

Di scoll[se analysis 
tives' perception of community 

management and, espe- interpreting as a service to improve 
ciaUy, of the regulation of immigration management. 
colllmunity interpreting. 

Analyse how Catalon.ia and its 
Translated texts into Chj- Public Service system is presented 
nese for Chinese migrant to migrant communities, either 
communities, where in-

Document analysis 
from tbe point of view of language 

formation on Catalonia as and translation 0.10W cultmal refe-
weU as on Pu blic Servi'ces fences arc transferred) from the 
is provided . point of view of the subjacent 

ideology. 

Transcriptions of inter- Explore interpreters' own percep-

views with Cbinese- Content and dis-
tion of their job and of the speci-

Spanish/Catalan c~'mlllu- course analys.is 
ficities and challenges that Chincse-

nity interpreters . Spanish/Catalan communication 
presents. 

I 
Describe, in detail, the physical 

Field notes from partici- context where interactions take 
place, in o rcler to better understand 

pant observation of inter-
I issues of non-verbal communica-actions between Public 

Services providers, inter-
. Field notes analysis I tion between such distant cultures, 

preters and Chinese mi- as weLl as working conditions for 

grants. Chinese-Spall.ish/Catalan co'mmu-
ni ty in terpreters and how they 
influence interpreted interactions. 

Transcriptions of recorded Ana lyse linguistic challenges of 
interactions 

Conversation 
interpreting between Chinese-

between Public Services 
analysis 

Spanish/Catalan, especially focu-
providers, interpreters ancl sing on CL11turaI references transfcr-
Chinese migrants. rence and other pragmatic issL1es. 

Table 1: Relation between methods of data collection, 
methods of anaJ)Tsis and objectives of each annlysis 
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Thus, through tbe analysis of the different kinds of data, we wiIJ be able to 
extract different kinds of results tbat will help us provide a more detailed 
description of Chjnese-Spaaish/Catalan communjty interpreting. For in
stance, through the analysis of official documents aod through the inter
views with policy makers, we aim at reaching a very similar objective: the 
description of how the community interpreters' profile is 'officially' or 'insti
tutionaUy' constructed and viewed. Through the analysis of translated texts 
for Chinese mjgrant commuaities we will also grasp an official view, but in 
this case in relation to how Catalonia is presented to migrant communities. 
On the other hand, the analysis of interviews with interpreters themselves 
will help us better understand their perceptions of their profession as well as 
tbe challenges that interpreting between such distant cultures poses to them. 
Participant observation and conversation analysis will let us analyse through 
our own lenses how interpretation is performed and how cuJtural diffe
rences are managed in real encounters. 

Tri.a1lgulation ojl njol'lIJoti.o17 

Triangulation of ideas or information is a generic term used in Cjualitative 
research in order to overcome the weaknesses of using just one method in a 
researcb. Denzin (1970) suggests that this technigue can take on different 
shapes: methodological triangulation (when more than one method is used), 
theoretical triangulation (when various theoretical perspectives are used), 
data triangulation (when data from eli fferent sources is gathered) and inves
tigator triangulati.on (when various investigators gather and interpret the 
data in one field). 

In the planned case stud y, metbodological triangulation will be used not 
only to validate information gathered through different methods, but: also to 
present a view of community interpreting for the Chinese globally. The 
following table (table 2) resumes some specific questions that are intended 
to be ans'wered through triangulation of methods. For instance, on the one 
hand, interest in the triangulation of information related to Chinese-Spanish 
or Catalan community interpreters' role and profile is raised, since it will 
provide a broader image of how it is constructed and developed botb in 
theory and jn practice. On the other hand, one of the maill research 
guesrjons of the cUsserta60n - i.e. how interpreters overcome intercultural 
communjcation chaUenges when dealing with distant cultures such as the 
Chinese-Spanish or Catalan - will mainly be explained through the 
triangulation of participant observation, conversation analysis and jnter-
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views with interpreters.6 However, being able to compare and complete this 
information with data from documents such as translated texts for Chinese 
migrants will be a must if a global vision of how information about 
Catalonia is conveyed and presented in written and oral Chinese in terms of 
terminology, cultural references transference and interlanguage pragmatics 
should be attained. 

Question Methodolog.ical triang.ulation 

Does the interpreters' actual perfor- Participant observation + conversation 
mance coincide with their own percep- analysis of recorded interactions + interviews 
tion of themselves? with interpreters 

[--Iow do interpreters overcome the chal-
Participant observation + conversation 

lenges that intercllltura l cOlllmunication 
analysis of recorded interactions + interviews 

between distant cultures sllch as the 
Chinese-Spa nis h/ Cata lan poses? 

wi th i nrerpretcrs 

How do contextual factors (public se [-
Participant observation -1- conversation 

vices settings, power relations, ete.) affect 
analysis of recorded interactions -1- interviews 

tbe development of interpreted interac-
with interpreters 

tions? 

Do interpreters' views on their own 
Interviews witb interpreters -I- interviews 
witb government representatives + dOCll-

profile coincide with the "official" view? 
ment analysis of official texts 

Do interpreters' references of Catalonia 
Interviews with interpreters -I- intervi ews 

and Catalan pllbl.ic services (when actll-
with policy makers + conversatio n analysis 

ally interpreting) coincide with the per-
of recorded interactions -1- document analys is 

ception that translated documents for 
of translated texts For migrant communities 

migrant co mmunities intend to convey? 

Interviews with interpreters -I- conversation 
Is there a uni form terminology concer- analysis of recorded interactions + decument 
ning Catalan cultural references? analysis of translated texts for Inigrant COI11-

munities 

Table 2 : l'vletbodological triangulation as a means to approacb 
different researcb questions 

(, The reslllts of this research will be disclosed in a Ph.D. Dissertation - as mentioned before; ~s 
well as in future publications. 
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To summarise, comparing and complementing different kinds of informa
tion, methodological triangulation will undoubtedly help us reach a holistic 
approach to community interpreting with the Chinese. 

Linking TheoJY, Research and Training 

Even though this paper is not presenting definite results but a prospective 
overview of how research linking intercultural communication theories and 
community interpreting could be conducted, it should also be pointed out 
that most of the considerations presented here could also be applied in 
training courses for COml11Ullity interpreters. For instance, all the theories 
exposed in the first part could be used as food for tbought in class, 
especially if we bear in mind that students taking cOll1mnnity interpreting 
courses very often come from a great variety of countries. In our case, we 
could encourage Chjnese students to actively take part in discussions around 
intercultural coml11ullication topics, contrasting their opinions and views 
with those of other students. \'\,le are all well aware that cultural knowledge 
is almost as important as linguistic knowledge and, in thjs respect, students 
may take their own experience - some of them may even have experience as 
'natural interpreters' for their relatives and friends - -as a basis to question or 
confirm the constructs proposed by theoretical approaches to intercultural 
communication_ All in all, theory may help trainers raise a\vareness and 
criticism and may serve as a stimulus for debates and reiJecti"On amongst 
those taking part in cOlllmunity interpreting courses, either at university 
level. or at other kinds of courses. 

As for the second part of Ollr paper, the results obtained from the 
research methodology exposed may also be used in more practical sessions 
or even orientation workshops . Just to mention ;\ possible application, it 
may be useful for community interpreters to know the origins and prece
dents of their professional profile, bow it is stated in official documents and 
how policy makers understand it Only if interpreters can contrast their daily 
work with the 'offIcial' view, wiH they be able to claim their rights and even 
engage in professional associations to make this chilTl more visible. In this 
sense, we beljeve that training must be the channel to spread aU the 
recommendations researchers increasingly put forw:1rd. 

C onclusion 

Summing up, the main goal of the present paper is to point out the existing 
gap between intercultural cODlmunjcation theories and community inter-
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preting research. In the first part, trying to ]jnk both fields, we have ex
plained some relevant theories in the field of intercultural communication 
with the Chinese, whjle also raising some issues that could be considered 
both in research and also as stimulus for discLlssions and debates in training 
courses. In the second part, the paper presents the specific example of the 
methodology that will be applied in a case study focusing on Chinese
Spanish/Catalan intercultural communication issues in community inter
preting encounters. The usefulness of the manifold approach of case studies 
is advocated which, by means of different sources of data, may help us get a 
broader perspective of the particular issue to be explored. The methodo
logical tools the paper presents try to shed light onto those aspects that may 
be especially useful in this kind of nmltidisciplinary research: methods of 
data collection, methods of analysis a nd triangulation of information. 

All in ail, our paper does not intend to convey specific results but to 
pinpoint some theoretical and methodological issues that could be taken 
into account in the ' study of community interpreting from new perspectives, 
especially in the case of distant cultures such as the Chinese and the 
Spanish/Catalan. 
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